
Civic  Education  1 Define political party  b. Highlight four ways of enhancing the credibility of 
democratic election.  2.Explain five reasons for which it is necessary to entrench citizens right  in 
the Nigeria constitution.  3.Identify  five reasons for which it has been increasingly difficult to 
maintain  low rate of accident on road.. 4..Highlight five major empowerment skills that youths 
require for self reliance in Nigeria society.  Project Construct ballot box. Food and Nutrition 
Assignment Instructions--Interpret the   question. Using cereal of your choice, prepare, cook and 
serve the following for an invalid . A. A snack dish, B. A suitable dish for lunch. C. prepare and 
serve a suitable . accompaniment for dish i   and Ii. D. set the table. Project. In drawing form 
demonstrate formal and informal table setting & label the materials or items used for table 
setting CHEMISTRY Assignment 1. How many orbitals are in the 3 d-energy sublevel? 2. 
Write the orbital electron configuration of each of the following elements;   28Ni,  22Ti,  30Zn,  
24Cr. 3. List two properties of copper that makes it useful for ornamental work. 4. Name one 
alloy each of copper and aluminium Alloy of copper. Alloy of aluminium. 5. Define 
polymerization. 6. Name two types of  polymerization. 7. What are carbohydrates? 8.
 Name the class of carbohydrate to which starch and cellulose belong. VISUAL ART 
ASSIGNMENT 1) Narrete the history of Eyptian Art 2) Explain the following , Tarracotta, slip, 
Amateur, grog 3) Discuss the method of preparing calabash Type and spiral bind it.  PROJECT 
Design and produce any durable Art work of your choice suitable for marketing. IGBO	SS3:	
ASSIGNMENT:	1.	Kowaa	ihe	bu	akaraedemede.	2.	Choputa	ma	detuo	oru	ise	umuada/umuokpu	na-aru	
n’ala	Igbo.	3.	Deputa	uru	ise	nzu	bara	n’ala	Igbo.	4.	Gini	bu	omugwo,	olee	uru	abuo	omugwo	bara.	5.	
Olee	ihe	abuo	i	maara	banyere	udaume.	PROJEEKITI:	Were	katom	ruputa	okpu	maobu	akupe	onye	
echichi.		ANIMAL	HUSBANDRY	SS3:	ASSIGNMENT:	Discuss	the	process	of	egg	formation	with	the	aid	of	
diagram.	ECONOMICS	SS3:	ASSIGNMENT:	Write	short	note	on	the	following	and	state	their	objectives:	
International	Monetary	fund	(IMF),	ECOWAS,	International	Bank	for	Reconstruction	and	Development	
(IBRD),	African	Development	Bank	(ADB)	AND	West	African	Clearing	House	(WACH).	PROJECT:	On	a	
cardboard	sheet,	draw	the	map	of	Africa	and	indicate	five	ECOWAS	member	states.	Literature-in-
English	Read	the	poem	and	answer	the	questions:	I'm	going	soldering:	Mad	the	rhythm	runs.	With	
drumming	vand	with	trumpeting,	And	glory	of	the	guns.	I've	come	home	again:	I	know	home	again:	I	
know	that	blood	is	red;	I	know	how	sodden	falls	the	rain,	Where	flesh	lies	dead.	Questions	1)	The	theme	
of	the	poem	is	best	described	as	the	A)love	of	war(	B)	glory	of	war(C)	excitement	of	war(D)	Night.	
2)"mad	the	rhythm	runs"	is	an	example	of	A)	Pathos(B)	oxymoron	(C)bathos(D)	inversion	3)	The	
dominant	sound	device	in	the	second	stanza	is	(A)	alliteration	(B)	assonance	(c)	onomatopoeia	(D)	
repetition	4)	The	rhyme	scheme	in	the	first	stanza	is	(A)	aabb(B)abab(C)abaa(D)aabc	5)	The	two	
contrasting	moodsbin	the	poem	are	A)	sadness	and	hope	(B)bravery	and	cowardice	C)excitement	and	
disappointment	(D)	calmness	and	anxiety	PROJECT	Craft	a	poem	of	four	stanzas	on"Insecurity	in	My	
Country"	(The	end	of	each	line	should	rhyme	and	each	stanza	must	be	four	lines).	AGRICULTURAL-
SCIENCE	ASSIGNMENT	1.		What	is	Agricultural	extension	2.	Enumerate	five	functions	of	an	Extension	
agent	in	the	life	of	a	rural	Farmers.	3.	Write	out	the	following	Glossary	of	Agricultural	science	Terms	
.Acidiosis.	asexual	propergation.	Alluvium.	Antigen.	budding.	bract.	Cropping.	capping.	coop.	Ecology.	
Genes.	Gamete.	humid.	Husk.	Hybrid.	Ketosis.		PROJECT	In	a	cardboard	paper	Explain	the	organogram	of	
extension	service	in	Agriculture.	CRS	Assignment		(1)		What	was	st,	Paul's	teaching	on	humility	in	his	
letter	to	the		Philippines'	?	(b)	In	what	three	ways	is	this	teaching	relevant	to	Christians		(2)	How	did	
James	dealt	with	the	problem	of	partiality	in	the	church.	(b)	Highlight	two	ways	impartiality		can	be	
promoted	in	out	society.	(3)	Highlight	Peter's	admonition	on	inter	_	personal	relationship	among		



believers	.	(b)	Mention	three	problems	which	confront	Christian	leaders	today.		Financial	Accouning	
Assignment.			Answer	all.	1.What	is	data	processing?.													2.Explain	the	following	terms:	Hardware,	
Software,	Debugging.												3.Mention	five	advantages	and	five	disadvantage	of	data	processing.													
4.Define	hire	purchase,	joint	venture.																5.Sturdy	WASSCE	past	question	complied		1990	to1995	
objective	questions	only.	PROJECT.	Use	foolscap	sheets	and	prepare	notes	on	Joint	Venture	account	and	
Contract	account	as	well	as	Consignment	account.	GEOGRAPHY	ASSIGNMENT	1)	Briefly	describe	the	
relief	of	the	ocean	b)	State	the	importance	of	continental	shelf	to	man.	2)Define	salinity	(b)	Discuss	the	
factors	affecting	the	salinity	of	the	ocean.	3)Draw	a	sketched	map	of	West	Africa.On	the	map,	show	and	
name:	(I)	One	English-speaking	country.(ii)One	French-speaking	country	(III)One	Portuguese-speaking	
country	(iv)	the	capital	cities	of	any	two	in	(a)(I)-(III).	b)	Highlight	three	achievements	of	ECOWAS	since	
inception.(c)	Outline	two	problems	working	against	the	achievement	of	the	objectives	of	ECOWAS.	4)	
List	and	explain	eight	importance	of	tourism	in	Nigeria	b)Name	five	important	tourist	centres	in	Nigeria	
and	name	the	state	where	they	are	located.	PROJECT	Draw	a	map	of	West	Africa	and	locate	all	the	
member	states	and	their	capitals.	DATA	PROCESSING	1.With	diagram	only,	illustrate	these	network	
topologies-	i)Bus	ii)	Tree	iii)	Star	iv)	Ring	v)	Mesh.	2.Write	down	five	computer	professional	bodies	in	
Nigeria	(in	full).	3.List	3	applications	of	database	indexes.	B)	What	is	crash	recovery?4.State	the	types	of	
software	maintenance.	B)	Who	is	a	computer	professional?	PROJECT-	Using	a	cardboard	sheet	only,	
draw	a	computer	a	computer	professional.	BIOLOGY	ASSIGNMENT	1,	Explain	the	following	terms	I,Gene	
ii,	hybrid	iii,	traits	iv,	Alleles	v,	Chromosome.	2,	State	five	transmittable	characters	in	Man	and	five	in	
plants.	3,	State	the	first	and	second	law's	of	Mendel.	4,	Two	heterozygous	yellow	flowers	are	crossed,	
using	a	genetic	diagram	,	state	the	phenotypic	and	genotypic	ratio	of	the	first	filial	generation..	5,	Explain	
term	Agglutination	as	used	in	blood	transfusion.	6,	In	a	monohybrid	cross	between	a	pure	breeding	
plant	that	produces	blue	flowers	and	a	pure	breeding	plant	that	produces	White	flower,	the	f1	
generation	produced	only	blue	flowers.	By	means	of	labeled	cross	diagrams,	state	the	type	of	flowers	
you	would	expect	if	the	f1	generation	is	I)	self	pollinated	ii)	cross	pollinated	with	a	pure	breeding	plant	
that	produces	White	flowers.	Give	reasons	for	your	answers	in	ai)	and	ii).	PROJECT	Topic	:	Application	of	
Variation	Make	a	6	pages	album,on	page	2	press	your	finger	print	and	on	the	next	pages	place	the	finger	
prints	of	other	members	of	your	family,then	use	the	finger	prints	in	the	text	books	to	identify	all	the	
fingerprints	collected.	Secondly,	state	the	various	areas	where	finger	prints	are	used.	Commerce	
Assignment	Explain	the	following	terms	I.commercialization	Il.privatization	Iv.nationalisation	2.state	2	
differences	And	commercialization	And	privatization	3.what	is	stock	exchange	market	4.explain	the	
following	ways	shares	can	be	quoted	in	the	stock	exchange	market	I.cum	div	Ii.ex	div	Ill.xsc	5.state	3	
functions	of	the	stock	exchange	6.explain	the	following	speculators	in	the	stock	exchange	market	I.the	
bulls	Il.the	bears	Ill.the	stags	Project	Using	a	cardboard	sheet	draw	one	commercialized	or	privatized	
establishment	stating	the	name	of	the	establishment.	CCP	Assignment.	1,State		types	of	wine.	2,	
Enumerate	five	equipment	for	making	cocktail,decanting	and	serving	wine.	3,State	the	recipe	and	
method	of	preparing	lemonade.	Project.	Produce	an	apron	Physics	Assignment		1.	a.	What	is	
transformer?	b.	Draw	and	explain	two	types	of	transformer.	C.	Find	the	turn	ratio	in	a	transformer	which	
delivers	voltage	of	120V	in	the	secondary	coil	from	a	primary	voltage	of	40V.	D.	State	three	energy	loss	
in	transformer	and	how	to	prevent	it.	E.	State	three	ways	by	which	energy	is	loss	in	the	transformer	and	
how	they	can	be	minimized.	2.	a.	Define	these	terms:		(i).Reactance.	(ii)Impedance.	B.	A	series	circuit	
consists	of	resistance	of	60ohms	and	an	inductance	of	4H	across	the	series	circuit	calculate	the:	I.	
current	flowing	through	the	circuit	ii	voltage	across	the	inductor	iii.	phase	angle	between	Current	and	
the	applied	voltage.	Iv.	average	power	supplied.	V.	p.d.	across	the	resistance.	3.	a.	Define:	I.	



photoelectric	effect.	Ii.	threshold	frequency	iii.	work	function.	B.	Compute	the	frequency	of	the	photon	
whose	energy	is	required	to	eject	a	surface	electron	with	a	kinetic	energy	of	3.5	x	10-16eV	if	the	work	
function	of	the	metal	is	3.0	x	10-16eV.	Take	h	=	6.6	x	10-34Js,	1eV	=	1.6	x	10-19J	4.	a.	Define	the	terms	i.	
Excitation	ii.	Ionization	b.	An	atom	excited	to	an	energy	level	E2	=	-2.42	x	10-19J	falls	to	the	ground	level	
Eo	=	-21.8	x	10-19J.	Calculate	the	frequency	and	wavelength	of	the	emitted	photon.	(	h	=	6.6	x	10-34Js)	CRS	
Assignment	(1)		What	was	st,	Paul's	teaching	on	humility	in	his	letter	to	the		Philippines'	?	(b)	In	what	
three	ways	is	this	teaching	relevant	to	Christians		(2)	How	did	James	dealt	with	the	problem	of	partiality	
in	the	church.	(b)	Highlight	two	ways	impartiality		can	be	promoted	in	out	society.	(3)	Highlight	Peter's	
admonition	on	inter	_	personal	relationship	among		believers	.	(b)	Mention	three	problems	which	
confront	Christian	leaders	today.	English	Language	Assignment.	Read	the	passage	on	page	160	of	the	
New	Concept	English	for	SS	Bk	3	and	answer	the	questions	that	follow.	

	

	

	

	

	

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


